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Jemena | What we do

At Jemena we bring energy to life

Every day we safely and reliably deliver
energy to over 2 million Australian homes

and businesses
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Our 2016-20 plan | Context and objectives

• Jemena is one of Australia’s most
efficient electricity network operators

• This is unsurprising, as for 20 years
we’ve been responding to incentives
we face:

– As a private company
– Operating under capex, opex and

service incentive schemes

• Jemena is delivering value for money
distribution service levels that our
customers have told us they value

• Through our 2016-20 plan we’ll
continue delivering safe, reliable
and low cost electricity distribution
services, while delivering price
reductions for 98% of our customers
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Our 2016 plan | Sustained reduction in average prices

By keeping our costs down, all of our customers will receive substantial savings
over the 2016-20 regulatory period ($2015)
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Our 2016 plan | We have responded to our customers

• Customer feedback:
– Value high levels of safety

– Value current service levels, and would value equality of
service levels across the network

– Focus on efficiency, put downward pressure on prices

• Our 2016 Plan involves:
– Remaining proactive in managing safety (designing and

operating network, improving public awareness etc.)

– Maintaining current levels of service (responsiveness &
reliability)

– Introducing cost reflective tariffs so that customers
equitably pay for how they use our network

– Passing on lower funding costs

– Broadening schemes for greater incentives on service
and cost performance, and innovation
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Context | Our network is changing at an increasing rate

To meet these customer demands we must augment  and refresh our network

(1) Our network
covers three of the

Victorian
Government’s four

identified growth areas
= growth corridor

(1) Our network
covers three of the

Victorian
Government’s four

identified growth areas
= growth corridor

(2) New technologies
such as rooftop solar
generation is growing

(2) New technologies
such as rooftop solar
generation is growing

(5) Australian
Paper Mills

replaced by 4,000
households

(5) Australian
Paper Mills

replaced by 4,000
households

(4) Peak demand is
growing in some areas but

declining in others
Green PD growth > 2%

Orange PD decline <-1%

(4) Peak demand is
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declining in others
Green PD growth > 2%

Orange PD decline <-1%

(3) Tullamarine’s
rapid commercial

expansion for
growing air travel

(3) Tullamarine’s
rapid commercial

expansion for
growing air travel

(6) Western
distributor tunnel

planned

(6) Western
distributor tunnel

planned
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Our 2016 plan | Innovating for our future

Jemena must innovate to remain relevant
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Our history | Keeping opex low since privatisation

Actual Estimate Forecast

Source : JEN estimates, information for 2014 (audited data) and 2016 to 2020 (draft EDPR forecast)
^ Includes AMI operating costs

Our stable opex performance over time highlights… …our commitment for efficiency / response to incentives

Synergies achieved

Loss of synergies

Base
year
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Our proposal | Sustainable tariff reform

Our residential customers can take
practical steps to save money in new
ways:
• by spreading out when electricity is used

between 10am and 8pm weekdays

• by lowering usage (as currently)

Jemena is the first network business to
publish a tariff structure statement

(TSS)
Jemena proposes a price path that

aligns to the introduction of demand
charges in 2018 to minimises the

impacts to customers
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• Comprehensive customer engagement and program has
informed decisions in areas our customers value

• Our proposal delivers a price decrease between 19% and 28%
on annual bills for residential customers, and 98% of all our
customers will receive lower prices.

• Our planned operating and capital expenditure underpins the
complex demands of running a safe and reliable network at
efficient cost to customers in our area

• Our proposed tariff reform is more equitable, realises the benefits
of AMI and is technology agnostic to ensure long term efficiency

Our 2016 plan | Conclusion


